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this volume examines the balance that is achieved, with
considerable aesthetic and intellectual success, by the
intersection of music and architecture. in spite of the fact
that music is very much a part of western culture, it is the
music of traditional instruments and traditions that are
usually considered in the west. yet in russia since the
sixteenth century, there have been composers, architects
and pianists who were interested in creating a balance that
was better and more complete than the one achieved in the
west. in this book, edzer pebesma, chairman of the chairs of
planning and urban planning, and a russian architect,
explores the question of the intersection of music and
architecture in russia, tracing the process from the
sixteenth century to the contemporary period and going
beyond the syntheses of the past to consider what might be
the future of music and architecture recommended byvasily
kiselyov if there's a publication that sums up the evolution
of modern architecture, the end result of the most forward-
thinking years in the history of the discipline and the
environmental change that holds the promise of the future
for the built environment, it's this hardcover reprint. its
passion for physical and social theory and its calling to
make the human story in the built environment not just a
record of the past but a record for the future can be found
on every page. recommended by martita vial della
maggiora the ultimate architectural work, in every sense. in
the introduction to the f+w media edition, carlo scarpa
explains that this groundbreaking book has a purpose: to
reunite and marry logic and art, to celebrate the pragmatic
genius and the spiritual passion of architects. it is a
testament to the co-evolution of architecture and society, a
fusion of spirit, science, and technology recommended by
katherine allen
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only by initiating a closer look on how we make ourselves at
home can we begin to work towards sustainable solutions,
and it is that resilience which is emphasized by david egan
in this book, which is as much a book on what buildings can
be as it is about architects and their work recommended by

monica arellano robert bevan shows in this book that the
typical approaches to understanding and analyzing the built

environment fail to explain what we have built, why we
have built it, or why we continue to build it recommended

by lawrence bunin a compelling and rigorous blend of
history and theory, bevan's architectural acoustics has been

the source of innovation for more than 40 years. no other
text offers as broad an overview of the development of
architectural acoustics and the cultural drivers of theory

and design. this is essential reading for all those interested
in the discipline and how it relates to society. david egan,
ph.d., professor of acoustics in the school of architecture,

university of british columbia, vancouver. you're unlikely to
find this book on any typical architecture reading lists, but

that doesn't make it any less essential. robert bevan guides
the reader through the architectural landscape in times of

and after a conflict, giving words to what we know but don't
often say: that the built environment has cultural and

personal significance that stretches far beyond shelter. the
leveling of buildings in war is less often the byproduct of
hostilities than it is the hostilities themselves. the active

and systematic erasure of an urban landscape is the
strategic and leveling of identity, culture, and people

recommended by katherine allen 5ec8ef588b
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